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The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically increased the use of face masks across the world. Aside from physical distancing,
they are among the most e�ective protection for healthcare workers and the general population. Face masks are passive
devices, however, and cannot alert the user in case of improper �t or mask degradation. Additionally, face masks are optimally
positioned to give unique insight into some personal health metrics. Recognizing this limitation and opportunity, we present
FaceBit: an open-source research platform for smart face mask applications. FaceBit’s design was informed by need�nding
studies with a cohort of health professionals. Small and easily secured into any face mask, FaceBit is accompanied by a
mobile application that provides a user interface and facilitates research. It monitors heart rate without skin contact via
ballistocardiography, respiration rate via temperature changes, and mask-�t and wear time from pressure signals, all on-device
with an energy-e�cient runtime system. FaceBit can harvest energy from breathing, motion, or sunlight to supplement its
tiny primary cell battery that alone delivers a battery lifetime of 11 days or more. FaceBit empowers the mobile computing
community to jumpstart research in smart face mask sensing and inference, and provides a sustainable, convenient form
factor for health management, applicable to COVID-19 frontline workers and beyond.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, face masks have become ubiquitous worldwide. With the incredibly
infectious B.1.617.2 (Delta) variant predominant, and the world on pace to pass 300 million con�rmed cases by
early 2022 [16], the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization
(WHO) recommend nearly universal masking [23] (August 2021), with many governments enforcing mask
mandates. Because of the slow rate of global vaccination, a panel of 175 health experts warned of vaccine resistant
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Fig. 1. FaceBit is an energy-e�icient research-focused hardware platform that allows face masks to be retrofi�ed (A) to
gather important health and safety metrics on-device like heart rate, respiratory rate, and wear time (B). Notifications are
sent to a phone application upon detection of state changes (C). Easy retrofi�ing when a mask is replaced (D) allows for
lower burden usage in di�icult work environments (E).

variants possible, potentially lengthening the pandemic [56]. While the pandemic has evolved and public health
messaging with it— consistently, beyond a vaccination, masking is one of the best forms of protection.
However, in this moment, the longstanding limits of traditional personal protective equipment (PPE) such
as face masks have become apparent. First, face masks must be managed; many types, like N95s, must be
professionally �tted, maintained, and eventually replaced or decontaminated [60]. This requires healthcare
workers to take time away from caring for their patients [73]. Moreover, traditional PPE is passive protection;
problems like an ill-�tting mask that leaves a person exposed will not be caught for hours or days; increasing
the risk of infection [26]. Finally, today’s face masks miss opportunities for sensing and intelligence that could
inform and actively protect wearers.
Instrumentized face masks are exceptionally well placed to provide active protection for frontline health
workers and beyond because they are in (necessarily) close proximity to the respiratory system. This system is
the target of many infectious diseases (including COVID-19), and also tightly coupled to general health.
Active PPE in the form of "smart" face masks could provide an early warning system when health or environmental metrics indicate danger; such as heart rate, respiratory rate (which is currently di�cult to monitor in a
wearable setting), or toxic air pollution. A wearer could be informed immediately if a respirator mask was not
�tted correctly or if a leak formed during activity.1 If a mask had been worn too long, the active PPE system
could notify the wearer. Finally, if a user could rely on a mask they already must wear to function as a wearable
health tracker, this would provide a usability and adherence advantage.
These use cases represent only the start of research questions in the space. With the rapidly changing pandemic
world, it is imperative that the mobile computing and health communities have the tools to �exibly perform
research that relates to current challenges. Ubiquitous computing researchers need a new platform.
Realizing this vision of smart face masks is challenging. “Smart” PPE that actively protects workers has
been proposed, especially for heavyweight applications in high risk environments (for example �re-�ghting,
construction, mining [53], and electrical work [62]). These systems are high in cost, size, weight, and incur
maintenance requirements. Such bulky, technologically complex, and power intensive face masks do not scale to
1 Workers

cannot always detect if a respirator mask is �tting loosely because of numbness of the face, fatigue, and mask wear and tear.
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the needs of a global pandemic. Masks must be available and ready to use anytime, they must be either cheap
and disposable, or sturdy to repeated use, decontamination, and wear. Masks are constantly replaced in clinical
settings, necessitating a mechanism to transfer intelligent sensing capability from one mask to the other, easily
and quickly. Masks are small and lightweight, meaning that any extra weight is noticeable and burdensome.
Powering the "smarts" (i.e. sensing and inference) would normally require a large battery, yet, a battery su�ciently
large enough to last a week or more adds bulk, weight, discomfort, and increases user burden by requiring the
user to maintain a state of charge.

1.1

FaceBit: Smart Face Masks Platform

We navigate the previous concerns and tradeo�s and develop FaceBit, a low cost, low pro�le, energy-e�cient,
energy harvesting, rich sensing platform. FaceBit is also a research platform, and we demonstrate its e�cacy and
general potential by gathering information about its accuracy and usability. FaceBit is designed to be used in
existing masks without modi�cation and is easily temporarily clipped onto N95, and surgical masks with a small
magnet.
FaceBit is a modular hardware platform capable of supplementing its small primary cell battery with energy
harvested from movement, sunlight, and even breathing. This combination extends the lifetime and reduces
battery replacement frequency, but does not sacri�ce size and burden. FaceBit collects and analyzes data from a
suite of on-device sensors, and wirelessly sends heart rate, respiration rate, mask on/o� status and other metrics
to a custom phone application which allows for visualization, data analysis, and can also serve as an intervention
system. An overview of the platform and concept is shown in Figure 1.
Contributions. We innovate across hardware and software to make smart face masks possible.
(1) After a series of design research studies on energy harvesting capability and need-�nding with healthcare
workers, we design a hardware and software platform consisting of the FaceBit circuit board and a custom
phone application that supports data collection, visualization, and alerts.
(2) We study sensing targets obtainable from a mask in a series of lab experiments and free-living scenarios. We
design a low-memory footprint, on-device signal processing pipeline to capture heart rate from subtle head
movements, respiration rate from temperature changes in-mask, and explore leak detection via changes in
in-mask pressure.
(3) To ensure long battery lifetime and low user-burden, we design an energy-e�cient runtime and triggering
architecture for on-device capture of heart rate, respiratory rate, and mask wear time.
(4) An open-source, open-hardware release of the FaceBit platform and its tools2 . Marking the �rst open
and end-to-end research platform for smart face masks available to the ubiquitous and mobile computing
research community.

2

RELATED WORK

FaceBit sits at the intersection of energy-e�cient low power embedded sensing systems and mobile health. It
also builds on literature in energy harvesting embedded computing and research focused hardware platforms.

2.1

Energy-e�icient Sensing and Computation

Signi�cant prior work has explored how to make mobile computation and sensing less energy intensive, lower
user burden, and lower maintenance. FaceBit builds on these works by developing an unobtrusive, low-power
runtime system for the collection of health and safety metrics.
2 The

open-source, open-hardware release of the FaceBit platform and its tools can be found at https://facebit.health
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Low Power Wearables and IoT. Resource constrained computing has been explored across wireless sensor
networks and embedded computing systems. Mate [45] was an early virtual machine to enable lightweight
programs with low communication overhead to process data on device. Recently, CapeVM [58] pushed this virtual
machine abstraction farther, to enable multiple IoT applications on a single device. TinyOS [46], t-kernel [27], and
SOS [28] were all early runtime systems concentrated on low power operation for sensing devices. Mercury [48]
was one of the �rst health based wearables that focused on low power operation, processing features on device
before sending them to a basestation. Amulet [32] a smart watch with months long battery life, continued this
trend of on-device processing, but focused on enhancing developer tools to allow for low power operation. Unlike
Amulet, eBP [10] is a speci�c purpose device for blood pressure readings, which has a sophisticated on-board
signal processing suite, yet su�ers from short battery life because of this computational load. FaceBit balances
across these approaches by focusing on low power signal processing for health metrics and implementing a
runtime system that is health metric aware to save power.
Energy Harvesting. Many devices have adopted energy harvesting techniques to extend lifetimes and reduce
maintenance without increasing bulk by adding large batteries. Early work, such as Trio [20], and Prometheus [36],
deployed devices with solar panels for long term infrastructure and environmental monitoring. Since then, this
area of energy harvesting wireless sensor networks has exploded, as discussed in a recent survey [50]. Of these
devices, Permamote [35], is most similar to FaceBit in that it also makes use of a hybrid energy solution, with a
primary cell as backup for consistent readings, and energy harvester to extend lifetime. FaceBit extends beyond
Permamote in leveraging more predictable energy modalities based on the mask being worn (i.e. breathing,
motion). Other work has explored novel energy harvesting scenarios to power interactive devices, like SATURN [7]
and Paper Generators [38] use triboelectric materials, and the Battery-free Game Boy [18] and Peppermill [74]
which both harvested energy from user actions. Other work like the battery-free cell phone relied on energy
harvested from solar panels to make Skype calls [70]. These demonstrations inform FaceBit. It is possible to use
FaceBit with a variety of energy harvesters, which we evaluate in the Section 3.3. Like Peppermill and Gameboy,
FaceBit can rely on the user to create energy (from breathing and movement).

2.2

Smart Masks and PPE, Wearable Physiological Sensing

There has been much prior work on health-related sensing. Sensing outside conventional medical settings to
facilitate low-cost continuous health monitoring has long been investigated. For example, people have deployed
sensors in environments to sense personal health [42]. It is also possible to repurpose mobile devices for health
sensing [21, 75–77]. Here we review previous wearable systems, which are closer to this work in terms of its
wearable form factor.
Wearable bio-sensing. Wearable devices have the advantage of being close to a user’s body. This proximity
a�ords better signal quality, sensing coverage, and often improves comfort versus other devices. Recently, we have
seen the commercial success of smartwatches and wristbands that feature bio-sensing, such as the PPG-enabled
Apple Watch and Fitbit. There have also been brainwave sensors featured on headsets (e.g., Next Mind). In the
research domain, clothing has been a promising sensing medium, onto which people have fabricated sensors
to monitor blood pressure [11], as well as other physiological signals [39, 54]. The most common sensors on
wearables include temperature sensors (e.g., fever detection[24]); cameras (e.g., activity recognition [4, 51, 81]);
accelerometers (e.g., building activity pro�les [9, 19], and detecting fatigue [47]); and microphones (e.g., cough
detection [37] and activity recognition [43, 79]). It is also possible to take a multi-sensor approach, which has
been demonstrated in eating detection [80] and blood pressure estimation [12]. For a comprehensive review of
literature, we recommend [55, 57, 65]. The sensing front of FaceBit was inspired by these prior systems. However,
we con�ned our sensing to mask form factors, which makes our work more suited for masks and PPE integration.
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Face-centric sensing and smart masks. Closer to our platform is prior work that extracts physiological signals
from users’ faces. There have been commercially available PPG sensors (e.g., Adafruit Pulse Sensor Amped),
which makers and hobbyists have used to detect heartbeats o� of wearers’ ears. Researchers have developed smart
glasses with embedded sensors on the nose pads and temples to detect blood pressure [34] and metabolism [64].
It is also possible to instrument sensors into users’ mouths for salivary uric acid sensing [41] and other analytes
[71]. Finally, we have searched for previous work on smart masks and summarized exemplar ones. Researchers
have instrumented masks with pressure sensors to estimate wearing comfort [15]. In response to the COVID-19
outbreak, there has been an on-going e�ort in swift detection of COVID using on-mask stickers [2]. Lut et al.
[49] explored the design space for a smart �lter for PPE that monitors its �lter quality (e.g., contamination, clog),
however, this concept was never built. Hernandez et al. [31] explored heart rate signals at rest from the face
captured from smart glasses, however they calculate heart rate using an o�ine pipeline, not on-device, and
used complex signal processing that would be higher power. Hernandez, et al. [31] has more recently obtained
relatively high quality results from a head-based wearable by sensing motion using a custom "Motion Level"
value derived from an accelerometer. Again, however, this processing was done o�-device and utilized both linear
and rotational acceleration sensors, leading to higher power usage.
Unlike previous systems, FaceBit was built with practical power constraints considered on day one of its
system design. To address these constrains, FaceBit features a low power hardware design with energy optionally
partially contributed by various harvesters. Moreover, we adopted a user-centric approach, with our system
inspired, developed, and evaluated with medical professionals in the loop. All of these e�orts lead to a promising
and practical path to future smart masks and PPE.

2.3

Hardware Platforms Enabling the Research Community

FaceBit is inspired by longstanding traditions of the ubiquitous and mobile computing research community
to engineer hardware platforms for pushing forward research on important and emerging topics. Wearable
smart watch platforms such as Mercury [48] and Amulet [32] were designed by the research community to
support high �delity motion sensing and long term health studies research, respectively. Or to explore speci�c
health problems like eating (NeckSense [80], FitByte [8]) and stress (AutoSense [22]). Wireless smart device
research is supported by recent platforms like Hamilton for indoor sensing applications [6], and SignPost [3] for
outdoor multi-application smart cities deployments. Devices like SenseCam [33] are used and reprogrammed by
researchers to capture di�erent data in free living scenarios. These platforms �ll a gap where expert researchers
may not have hardware capability, but can (re)use and (re)program the platform to design, test, and deploy novel
approaches to signal processing and inference for unique applications and alternative aims.

2.4

Gap in State of the Art

None of the previous works have investigated the intersection of energy harvesting, smart face masks, and
on-device signal processing. Indeed, most methods demonstrate health metric capture by either relying on a
phone and large battery, or processing data o�ine. However, these previous techniques in health based sensing
are not as feasible for the realities of disposable, interchangeable face masks, which require a special form-factor
and particularly high ease of use. No previous work has developed a smart face mask hardware platform, tuned
to the unique constraints of on-mask sensing, or released the platform for use by the research community. As the
COVID-19 pandemic continues, this is an unmet need.

3

FACEBIT: SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In the following sections we detail the FaceBit system including the Design Goals (Section 3.1), the need-�nding
survey of clinicians, design exploration of energy harvesting, the hardware platform and energy harvesting
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Fig. 2. FaceBit overview. Data from multiple sensors is gathered and then processed on-device for health metrics. This is
reported to the phone app. The circuitry is designed to automatically switch between a primary cell and harvested energy.

circuitry (Section 3.4), the runtime system that captures health metrics on-device including heart rate, respiration
rate, wear time, and mask �t (Section 4), the phone application (Section 5), and research tools that facilitate
community use cases of FaceBit (Section 6).

3.1

Design Goals

We extract design goals for FaceBit, including our exploration of energy harvesting modalities and clinical
need-�nding (discussed in later sections), our balance across what is feasible to sense in terms of energy and
availability, and general requirements for smart face masks gleaned from the literature, CDC guidelines, and
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) guidelines.
Goal 1: Reliable and Valid Health Sensing. FaceBit must provide reliable monitoring of the wearer’s important
health signals (e.g., respiration- and heart-rate), and should provide capability to expand to new health signals
with expansion sensors and software.
Goal 2: Enables Real-time Interventions. While accurate sensing is critical, having access to wireless data
in real-time to make informed decisions or deliver a just-in-time adaptive intervention (JITAI) [68] is a crucial
feature for clinicians, workers, patients, and the general population. Therefore, the FaceBit platform must be able
to communicate with any mobile device, e.g., the wearer’s smartphone. An informed decision must be made to
ensure that FaceBit is compatible with all types of mobile devices and provides a reliant and �exible interface.
Goal 3: Long Battery Lifetime, Low Bulk/Weight. Charging and battery replacement are burdensome to
the wearer. Long battery life enables near continuous monitoring of wearer’s health markers and reduces
abandonment. When a device can run for multiple days or weeks, new applications are enabled and interesting
data and trends can be captured. Large batteries make for large and uncomfortable sensors, and small size and
weight is an important design criterion to allow for long term use. To accomplish this goal, techniques for
energy-e�cient runtime operation, and energy replenishment through energy harvesting must be explored.
Goal 4: Flexible, General Purpose, Research-ready, & Easy to Use. Face masks are ubiquitous passive
wearables that, when retro�tted with FaceBit devices, could become important sensing platforms for future health
studies in the medical and UbiComp communities. FaceBit should be small enough to �t in the mask without
bothering the wearer, should provide capability for general purpose sensing, should be easily recon�gurable in
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Fig. 3. 1-7 Likert Scale of importance for metrics of focus. The majority of the metrics presented were deemed to be important
by healthcare workers (to the right of the 0% mark). The length of each color represents the percentage of people that
provided the corresponding response. A full list of metrics can be found in Appendix A.

software and health metric collection, and should have associated tools and infrastructure to enable streamlined
data collection and interpretation.

3.2

Design Exploration #1: Clinical Need Finding

FaceBit is meant to be general purpose, however, healthcare professionals have the most risk, and the most
constraints on PPE usage (via CDC and OSHA), so we opted to inform the design of FaceBit prioritizing healthcare
workers assuming that the general population would also bene�t. To understand clinicians’ needs for smart
face masks and guide our platform design, we conducted a study of 12 healthcare workers (4 medical doctors, 2
nurse practitioners, and 6 medical assistants) at a nearby Pediatrics clinic. We interviewed participants using a
semi-structured interview that included a survey with a combination of 20 multiple-choice and free text questions.
Additional details of the survey and study are provided in A, we provide the design-relevant details here.
First, we asked a series of baseline questions to assess their typical masking behavior before and during
the COVID-19 pandemic. 9 of the 12 (75%) healthcare workers reported never wearing a face mask before
the pandemic. All 12 participants reported, while at work, always wearing a face mask (surgical) throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic, only removing the mask when eating. At the time of the study, N95 shortages were
widespread, which may have played a part in the use of surgical masks.
We asked each healthcare worker an open question about what features they would �nd helpful from a smart
face mask. Common themes from these discussions included statistics about a mask’s e�ciency, such as air�ow
or when it is time to dispose of the mask, detection of exposure to COVID-19 or other viral infections, and vital
health metrics such as heart rate and respiratory rate. Next, we presented each clinician with a compiled list
of 18 potential health metrics drawn from health guidelines and that are attainable by wearable devices based
on prior literature. Each metric is considered a candidate for FaceBit based on the platform’s current or future
envisioned capabilities. These metrics can be categorized into three interest groups: Mask Information and Safety
(i.e, is the mask �tted and working), Personal Health (i.e., respiratory system signals and real time physiological
monitoring), and Environmental Factors (i.e, air quality).
Clinicians ranked each metric on a Likert response scale. All metrics were considered important in some regard
by the clinicians we surveyed. For this study, we chose to focus on metrics that were both of interest to clinicians
and attainable by the �rst-generation implementation of FaceBit considering size, energy, and computational
constraints. Figure 3 shows the relative importance of the metrics, discussed in following sections.
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(b) Power harvested from activities with di�erent harvesters along with mask placement.
Fig. 4. Placement of di�erent energy harvesters on surgical and N95 masks is shown (top). Power harvested from activities
(bo�om). Shaker and SATURN generate energy impulses as the activity is being performed; solar panels give continuous
energy as they are always exposed to some light; and thermoelectric generators gives a PWM like signal because of the boost
converter used to step-up the very low voltages generated by the small temperature di�erential between the two plates of
the TEG.

3.3

Design Exploration #2: Energy Harvesting On the Face

We investigated energy harvesting opportunities around the face understand the potential for extending the
battery lifetime of Facebit. Gadgets on the face are often exposed to ambient light, motion energy from head
movements, and air �ow which causes thermal and kinetic changes that can be harvested. We considered routine
activities that mask wearers perform in daily settings, and mapped these activities to harvesters – some we found
o�-the-shelf and others built from scratch. We outline our design exploration, discuss tradeo�s of each harvester,
and the energy harvesting potential of daily activities. For all experiments we used a Rocketlogger device [66] to
record the energy harvested while an experimenter performed these activities with the mask on. The results of
the exploration are shown in Figure 4.
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3.3.1 Light. We attach a paper-thick �exible PowerFilm MP3-37 4.49⇥1.44in 150mW �exible solar panel [67]
(Fig. 4a) to the outside of a face mask. A disposable surgical mask is 7⇥3.875in. We clip the solar panel to surgical
and N95 masks using small magnets (Fig. 4b) and perform di�erent activities: walking indoors/outdoors on cloudy
and sunny days, sitting indoors without a light source nearby, and sitting indoors near a light source.
3.3.2 Head Movement. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no such harvester that can capture head
movement and is small enough to be attached to a surgical mask. We fabricated a lightweight harvester, a "shaker"
that generates energy from head movements (Fig. 4a). Our shaker follows the principle of electromagnetic
induction. A coil is made by winding a 42-gauge coated copper wire (typically used in motors and generators)
on a small hollow plastic cylinder. A cylindrical magnet is placed inside the core with both ends blocked by
caps. Another magnet, smaller than the one in the core, is attached to one of the caps, such that the core magnet
and side magnet repel one another. When the harvester is shaken by head movement, the core magnet moves
inside the coil. This movement changes the magnetic �eld around the coil, resulting in voltage induction (as per
Faraday’s Law of Induction).
3.3.3 Thermal. Face masks trap the heat expelled by breathing. A thermoelectric generator (TEG) can convert
this heat to useful electrical energy. We attach a 40.13⇥40.13⇥3.91mm TEG TG12-6-01S [52] to the inside of a
mask with the help of magnets (Fig. 4b). As the wearer breathes, the side of the TEG facing the user becomes
hotter than the other side, and this generates a very low voltage that must be boosted by a specialized DC/DC
converter to a usable level. We recorded how much energy we can harvest from activities like nasal breathing,
mouth breathing, and talking.
3.3.4 Kinetic Energy from Breath. We use a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) to convert the kinetic force of
breath into electricity [78]. We design a variant of the SATURN [7] platform, a TENG that is �exible and consists
of conformable light-weight materials – a �lm of dielectric (Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene), and a paper with
tiny laser cut holes. Both the paper and the dielectric have a thin layer of copper deposited onto them, and are
arranged on top of each other such that the dielectric is sandwiched between the two copper layers. Simple
fabrication and a con�gurable shape (Fig. 4a) allows it to be embedded easily into di�erent types of masks using
simple magnetic attachments. Fig. 4b shows the TENG device embedded into both N95 and surgical masks.
3.3.5 Summary of Energy Generation. Fig. 4a shows the weight and dimensions of all the harvesters we used for
harvesting energy from face masks. Overall, di�erent energy harvesters have di�erent sets of pros and cons, and a
user may choose to simply not integrate an energy harvester. As expected, solar panels provide the highest output,
even indoors, but might be considered odd looking when placed on a mask. Thermoelectric harvesters provide a
short burst of energy when �rst put on the face, but once temperature on both sides of the TEG equalizes, the
energy generation stops. TENG harvesters are the lightest but generate the smallest amount of energy among all
options. Despite this low power output, the light weight and �exible form factor still make TENG harvesters
an attractive option to be explored in the future. The Shaker outputs signi�cant amounts of energy when its
wearer is running (our second best harvester), however, it is heavy and bulky. The shaker harvests more when
attached to a surgical mask. We hypothesize this is because surgical masks are not as tightly �tted as N95 masks
which ampli�es the motion of the magnet. We refer the reader to the appendix for more details on the device
fabrication and underlying physical principles of each harvester, and to Table 3 in the appendix which provides
total energy harvested for each activity.
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(a) Top

(b) Bo�om

(c) In-mask

(d) Outer Mask

Fig. 5. The top of the FaceBit board contains the compute, sensing, and most of the energy harvesting circuitry. The
application runs on the BMD-350 Module, which incorporates Nordic’s NRF52832 (512k Flash/64k RAM). The bo�om of the
FaceBit board contains the energy storage elements and the programming interface. It also includes an accessory port which
allows additional modules to be added in the future. FaceBit is shown placed in a N95 in (c) via a magnet (d).

3.4

Hardware Platform Design

FaceBit is a two part system, as shown in Figure 2. FaceBit comprises a small printed circuit board (PCB) with
microcontroller and sensor suite that attaches to any surgical, N95, or cloth face mask via a magnetic clip. Figure 5
shows an annotated render of the device, as well as placement in an N95 mask (with magnetic attachment).
In alignment with our design goals, FaceBit is small enough to �t comfortably in either an N95 or surgical
mask (1.2" wide x 1.3" tall). The board features an NRF2832 SoC from Nordic Semiconductor, which is packaged
with a chip antenna on the pre-certi�ed BMD-350 BLE Module. With a goal of using this platform to explore
a wide range of health and environmental sensing applications, this version includes six sensors. Only three
are used in this paper: the LPS22HB barometer, the LSM6DSL 6-DOF Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and the
Si7051 temperature sensor. In future versions, we expect to reduce the number of sensors and (therefore) reduce
the size and cost of the board.
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Fig. 6. Simplified hybrid power architecture of the FaceBit platform. The circuit is able to power itself from either a primary
cell or energy harvested from AC and DC sources. The system switches intelligently between these sources, favoring harvested
energy when a su�icient quantity has been stored.

We adopt a �exible hybrid approach with regards to power (�gure 6). We include a battery holder for a small,
105 mWh primary cell, but also include the circuitry and storage to power the board using energy harvested from
both DC (e.g. solar) or AC (e.g. shaker) sources. Three tantalum capacitors on the bottom of the board combine
to provide 3 mF of storage capacity for harvested energy. These are charged by Texas Instruments’ BQ25570
power management IC, which incorporates a boost converter with MPPT, intelligent charging circuitry, and a
buck converter to reduce the voltage from the storage elements to a level tolerated by the system. The tantalum
capacitors are charged to 5V (80% of their 6.3V rating), and so are able to store a total of 10.4 µWh. We use the
"power good" indicator on the BQ25570 IC to implement an intelligent switch that automatically decides which
source to draw power from based on the voltage of the capacitors. By default, the system draws its power from the
battery (when one is present). When the storage capacitor voltage exceeds a resistor-programmed threshold (3.0V
in our application), the BQ25570 begins to draw from them and the battery boost converter is disabled, which
protects the battery from reverse current. When the storage capacitors fall below 2.6V, the BQ25570 switches
o� it’s buck converter and system power is once again drawn from the battery. An ideal diode (LM66100DCKR)
prevents reverse �ow into the energy harvesting circuitry while the battery boost converter is active. This power
architecture allows for a relatively long battery life (the energy density of primary cells being greater than that
of rechargeable cells), while still maintaining the ability to store and use harvested energy. The device can also
operate in a mode where it uses only harvested energy, activated simply by not placing a battery in the connector.
This �exible architecture suited the development process, but it is also possible to further simplify and miniaturize
the board by using either only a rechargeable cell or only energy storage capacitors.

3.5

Runtime System.

Unlike other work [65, 80] our health metrics are computed in real time on the device itself. This requires careful
attention to energy cost so as to save battery. This starts with our energy-e�cient runtime which eliminates the
need to manually turn FaceBit o� or on each time a mask is donned or do�ed. An overview is shown in Figure 7,
and the algorithm is described in detail in the following section. Once it is established that the mask is being
worn, the remaining tasks (heart and respiratory rate sensing, BLE broadcast) are scheduled on a timer. These
intervals can be adjusted to �t the application’s needs. Figure 7 shows the intervals used in our evaluation. Next,
we describe the health metrics and their sensing enabled by FaceBit.
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Fig. 7. The runtime system saves energy by using body signals to guide when to turn on sensors, process data and metrics,
and report those to the phone. All operation frequencies are configurable.

4

HEALTH METRIC CAPTURE: ENERGY-EFFICIENT RUNTIME AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

We focus on sensing health metrics that are technically feasible for commodity sensors (e.g., detecting COVID-19
micro-droplets is likely not possible), have a de�nitive ground truth to compare against, and that are of interest to
clinicians as identi�ed by our study. These health metrics are wear time, heart rate, respiration rate, and mask �t.

4.1

Metric: Mask Wear Time: Are you Breathing?

4.1.1 Signal Existence. In order to compute wear time we must �rst determine if the mask is on or o�. This can
be accomplished using the di�erence in the pressure signal over a short time window that contains at least one
respiratory cycle. Our key observation is that the standard deviation of a pressure signal when the mask is on
is much higher than when the mask is o�, due to the pressure di�erences caused by respiration. This can be
further simpli�ed by only retaining the minimum and maximum pressure values within a time window. This

Mask Oﬀ

Mask On

Mask Oﬀ
Down Stairs

Mask On

Mask Oﬀ

Outdoors
Heavy Breathing
Up Stairs

Normal Breathing

Fig. 8. Example air pressure signal, with mask on/o� annotations, collected from FaceBit in an N95 mask in a field test.
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(c) Mask Fit

Fig. 9. Metric signal existence plots. (a) ECG ground truth signal collected from a Polar H10 chest strap compared to
a Ballistocardiography (BCG) signal extracted from the FaceBit’s gyroscope. (b) Respiratory rate signal existence: Raw
temperature and pressure signal from the FaceBit sensor board. (c) Mask fit exploration. Cumulative integration of the
pressure signal sensed inside an N95 mask while under suction from a 12V vacuum pump . Minimum values highlighted
represent a measure of mask resistance to airflow.

di�erence, in combination with a minimum threshold, allows us to clearly see state changes in the mask. An
example pressure signal which follows a user through a normal sequence of activities is shown in �gure 8.
4.1.2 Signal Processing Pipeline. In idle mode, the device wakes up from sleep intermittently to check if it is
being worn. Since this task is performed often, it is important that it is low power. With this in mind, the board
uses only the barometer and reads data from it slowly at 1 Hz, sleeping between measurements. It records ten
samples over ten seconds, keeping track of the minimum and maximum values. If the di�erence between these
two is greater than 0.1 mbar, it assumes the mask is being worn. Since spurious spikes in pressure can occur
when the mask is o�, we perform this check before every health measurement task.
These data-points can be aggregated to calculate a running wear time, but in order to determine wear time
of any particular face mask, user interaction is required to track disposal or switching. Therefore, wear time is
calculated by both the sensor board and via user interaction with the mobile application.

4.2

Metric: Ballistocardiography: Heart Rate from Micro-Movements of the Head.

Heart rate is an important physiological parameter. An elevated resting heart rate is associated with increased
incidence of cardiovascular disease in both men and women [17]. Heart rate also rated highly in our healthcare
worker survey. Unfortunately, traditional methods of heart rate detection (e.g. ECG, photoplethysmography)
require constant, immobile contact with the skin which is unlikely in the context of an easy to don and do� mask.
Remote imaging methods such as remote PPG were considered, however it was believed the unstable lighting
conditions encountered in everyday life would confound those e�orts, and additionally the need for a bright light
source or otherwise a sensitive photodetector or camera would raise the cost or energy budget of the platform.
As such, we chose to explore another non-contact method that would allow for the gathering of heart rate data at
various points throughout the day.
4.2.1 Signal Existence. Ballistocardiography (BCG) is a method of cardiac health assessment whose origins date
back to the turn of the 20th century[29], and was signi�cantly re�ned by Starr, et al. in 1939[69]. The historical
methods relied on complicated mechanical setups involving swinging, free-hanging tables or chairs suspended
from heavy springs, but they took advantage of the same basic phenomenon we rely on in our FaceBit heart rate
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Fig. 10. Heart rate signal processing pipeline. 3-axis gyroscope data is filtered to extract instantaneous heart rate using the
time between each zero cross of the signal. A standard deviation threshold is used to determine realistic change in rate from
beat-to-beat. Finally, heart rate is calculated as a 10-second average of valid instantaneous rates.

detection algorithm: with each heartbeat, blood is ejected forcefully out of the left ventricle of the heart into the
major arteries of the body. This causes a subtle "recoil" throughout the body, which can be detected either by
using mechanical contraptions, or by sensitive accelerometers like the LSM6DSL found on the FaceBit circuit
board. Each ballistocardiographic pulse is composed of several high-frequency waves, which are hypothesized to
arise from interactions between regions of higher and lower pressures in the ascending and descending aorta
during each heartbeat [40]. The intervals and amplitudes of these individual waves in the BCG complex are
thought to correlate with various cardiovascular health markers [25]. The pre-processing approach adopted by
FaceBit exploits this characteristic structure to better locate each heartbeat in the raw 3-axis gyroscopic data,
which is fundamentally a noisy signal in a wearable context. Figure 9a shows the recovered BCG/heartbeat
signal obtained from a seated participant wearing an N95 mask �tted with the FaceBit, along with an ECG signal
recorded at the same time. Each peak in the BCG signal represents a collection of tiny micro-motions of the head
caused by the heartbeat represented by the peak in the ECG signal directly preceding it.
4.2.2 Signal Processing Pipeline. Figure 10 shows our signal processing pipeline. Our pre-processing methodology
is adapted from Hernandez et al. in the BioGlass paper [30], however we implement the algorithm entirely on the
NRF52832 in C++ to run in real-time. The modi�ed BioGlass algorithm is brie�y presented here. We begin by
collecting 3-axis gyroscope data at 52 Hz. We then apply a fourth-order IIR band-pass �lter with cuto� frequencies
of 10 and 13 Hz. This passband removes the DC component and low-frequency motion artifacts (e.g. respiration),
but retains the high frequency pressure waves associated with the BCG waveform complex. Namely, the I, J, K,
and L waves of the typical BCG waveform occur in this frequency range [40]. The signals from each of the three
axes are then combined via the euclidean norm (or l 2 -norm). Notably, this operation allows the algorithm to
function with the FaceBit board placed in any orientation relative to the wearer. Next, the l 2 -norm signal is fed
through a smoothing, second-order IIR band-pass �lter with cuto� frequencies of 0.75 and 2.5 Hz, corresponding
to a range of 45-150 beats per minute. This is the recovered BCG-HR signal.
Next we introduce the FaceBeat algorithm, which is tasked with extracting heart rates in real time from this
signal, which is easily corrupted by motion artifacts from everyday living like walking or even just looking around.
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Moreover, the heavy �ltering involved in the pre-processing stage tends to produce signals which resemble valid
heart rates when none are present. The FaceBeat algorithm attempts to exclude regions of data that it suspects
are due to motion and phantom signals, and use only the regions that correspond with the wearer’s true heart
rate. In this way, FaceBit is able to detect the user’s heart rate during "moments of stillness" throughout the day.
To accomplish this, the algorithm �rst detects and stores the timestamps of descending zero-crosses. When
�ve such timestamps have accrued, the instantaneous heart rate associated with these timestamps is calculated
by 1) measuring the time di�erence between consecutive elements, yielding [seconds]
[beat ] 2) taking the reciprocal

[beat s]
[beat s]
of this number to obtain [second]
and 3) multiplying the reciprocal by 60, thereby arriving at [minut
e] . At this
point we have four "instantaneous" heart rates associated with the last �ve suspected heart beats. We rely on
the innate predictability of the heart and the inter-beat interval to conclude whether these instantaneous heart
rates are genuine or the product of motion artifacts. Speci�cally, we calculate the standard deviation of the four
instantaneous heart rates, and if they fall below some threshold (we used 20 beats/min in our initial evaluation),
their average is recorded as a valid heart rate. To save energy in our application, the FaceBeat algorithm is set to
run intermittently. Initially, all valid heart rates (>45 BPM and <150 BPM) recorded within a given window were
averaged together, and it is this average that was reported to the mobile application.
After an initial in-lab evaluation (section 7), the FaceBeat algorithm was re�ned. The standard deviation
cut-o� was lowered from 20 beats/min to 7 beats/min. We also used the amplitude of the BCG waveform as a
discriminating factor: it was noted that the amplitude of valid BCG waveforms are typically quite small, less than
a maximum of 100 millidegrees/second. This is easily dwarfed by normal body motion, vehicular vibrations, and
other everyday phenomena. Therefore, we added a fourth step to �lter out suspected beats whose amplitudes
exceed a given threshold (150 millidegrees/second in our scenario-based evaluation, section 7.5). Finally, we
began reporting any valid instantaneous heart rates rather than an average in order to better compare our results
with our ground truth.

4.2.3

Confounding Scenarios and Response.

• The rejection of all motion artifacts is complex, particularly those that fall within the 10-13 Hz window
used by the �rst band-pass �lter and especially the subset of those which are periodic in the same range as
heart beats. In response, we designed the motion-aware approach to only report user heart rate when the
motion artifacts are su�ciently small.
• Physiological di�erences (height, weight, cardiac stroke volume, cardiac arrhythmias) between users and
within individual users over time may require adjustments to the thresholds used in the FaceBeat algorithm.
A promising remedy is personalization of the algorithm to each user via an initial calibration routine carried
out in conjunction with the FaceBit mobile application, as is further discussed in section 8.2.
• Location of the FaceBit circuit board within the mask or di�erences between masks (e.g. sti�ness, size)
may alter the raw gyroscopic signals the algorithm uses to detect heartbeats. Taking the euclidean norm of
these �ltered signals is thought to make the method robust to these e�ects. We report on experiments to
this end in section 7.7.

4.3

Metric: Respiratory Rate from In-Mask Temperature Changes

In an N95 (or equivalent) type mask, normal breathing results in a pressure drop over the �lter material that the
FaceBit’s pressure sensor can easily detect. However, loose-�tting surgical or cloth masks do not generate as
large a signal, especially when placement of the FaceBit board is up to the user. Fortunately, breathing also causes
the temperature in a mask to �uctuate with a distinct periodicity, and this e�ect is highly conserved between
mask types. Moreover, the thermal mass of the board and surface-mount temperature sensor acts as a sort of
low-pass �lter, and the insulation properties of still air serves a rudimentary peak-hold function which ampli�es
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Fig. 11. Respiratory rate detection: tidal breathing and breath detection over 60 seconds using a band-pass IIR filter. The
respiratory rate is calculated from the average duration of each breath.

the e�ect of moving air (and therefore breaths). For all these reasons, we use the on-board temperature sensor as
our source for respiratory rate detection.
4.3.1 Signal Existence. Figure 9b shows the signal obtained from FaceBit’s temperature sensor and pressure
during tidal breathing in an N95 Mask. The temperature signal is shifted relative to the pressure signal due to the
thermal mass of the circuit board and temperature sensor, but the frequency is identical.
4.3.2 Signal Processing Pipeline. Our respiratory rate algorithm begins by collecting temperature readings from
the Si7051 temperature sensor at 10 Hz. The raw values are sent through a second-order IIR band-pass �lter
with cuto� frequencies at 0.067 and 0.5 Hz, corresponding to limits of 4 and 30 breaths per minute (BrPM). This
�lters out the DC component (ambient temperature) as well as trends that might result from donning the mask or
entering a room with a di�erent temperature. Next, the timestamps of any descending zero-crosses are bu�ered.
At the end of the sampling window (e.g. 30 seconds), the respiratory rate is calculated from the average time
di�erence between zero-crosses (i.e. length of each breath). Any breaths that correspond to a respiratory rate
faster than 30 BrPM or slower than 4 BrPM are excluded from the �nal calculation, as these are likely to have
occurred during speech or other disordered breathing. Figure 11 shows an example raw signal and the output of
the algorithm.
This algorithm was updated after our initial evaluation (section 7) to achieve better performance. To measure
high respiratory rates that may occur during exertion, we expanded the �lter passband to allow frequencies from
0.067 to 1 Hz (4 to 60 BrPM). We also included a temperature threshold that the signal must exceed to register as a
breath (0.04 ºC) in order to reduce the classi�cation of small oscillations the arise from our �lter as valid breaths.
4.3.3 Confounding Scenarios and Response. There are several variables which can potentially a�ect the performance of our algorithm.
• Sensing respiration rate when the user is talking can a�ect the output of algorithm. We do not attempt to
correct for this error in our current algorithm, although we review potential advanced �ltering methods in
the discussion.
• Poorly constructed masks often yield a lower signal-to-noise ratio, as the temperature di�erence between
the inside and the outside of these masks is much lower than that seen in high-quality masks. In practice,
we found that positioning the FaceBit near the center of the mask mitigates this problem since it puts it
directly in the path of each breath. We explore temperature variation within N95 and surgical masks in
section 7.7.
• As ambient temperatures approach the user’s exhaled breath temperature, signal quality is expected to
decrease. Exhaled breath temperature, of course, depends on ambient temperature but reaches a maximum
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of approximately 32.5 ºC [13]. As such, respiratory rate may not be reliably measured by this method
in warm environments. In these conditions, the pressure sensor would likely provide a cleaner signal,
suggesting a sensing algorithm that leverages both signals in the future. Since the signal processing pipeline
functions equally well for pressure data, it would be relatively easy to have a sensing pipeline that switches
its signal source between pressure and temperature.

4.4

Metric: N95 Mask Fit

Mask �t was the most important metric to the clinicians surveyed as part of this study. This is understandable
because the di�erence between a well- and a poorly-�t mask can have signi�cant health-related implications.
However, mask �t is a di�cult parameter to measure, and currently requires bulky, awkward, and expensive test
equipment.
4.4.1 Signal Existence. Initial results from our platform showed a promising correlation between leakage and the
integral of the pressure signal while a mask was under suction from an attached vacuum pump (Fig. 9c). A well-�t
mask presents a higher resistance to air�ow, and so the slope of this integral can serve as a straightforward
indicator of mask �t.
However, in practice this would be a cumbersome method to detect mask �t. The vacuum pump is large, loud,
heavy, and requires a port that passes through the mask. Instead, in keeping with our aim to achieve a low user
burden we seek avoid any mask modi�cation or additional hardware, and rely solely on the user’s lungs to pass a
constant volume of air through the mask using a special breathing exercise which could one day be facilitated by
our mobile application. A mask �t score is calculated using a signal processing pipeline in conjunction with this
exercise.
4.4.2 Breathing Exercise and Signal Processing Pipeline. First, the user is asked to exhale as much air as they can
from their lungs (reaching their "residual volume"), and then hold their breath for �ve seconds. This breath-hold
allows the inside of the mask to equilibrate with ambient pressure, which is recorded and used as a baseline. The
user is then asked to inhale as deeply as possible at a normal rate until their lungs are �lled as much as possible,
and then hold their breath for another 5 seconds to obtain another atmospheric pressure reading. This exercise
(breathing in as much air as possible after breathing out as much air as possible) is also known as an inspiratory
vital capacity test. Vital capacity is a static lung volume, and changes only slowly over time with age (though it
can be a�ected in the short term by posture or disease conditions).
Pressure inside the mask is sampled at 50 Hz throughout the �t test. Atmospheric pressure (obtained at the
beginning and end) is subtracted from the pressure readings to obtain gauge pressure. The area under this
curve [Pa*s] is proportional to the total volume of air inhaled, with mask resistance [k 1meter 4second] as the
proportionality constant. Because we do not know the total volume of air inhaled, which is necessary to compute
a value for mask resistance, we ask the user to calibrate the device by pressing the mask against their face to
ensure a good seal. Note that this calibration needs only to be performed once per mask type per user. Future
mask �t scores are calculated as a percentage of this initial calibration test.
4.4.3 Confounding Scenarios and Response. The size of the leak and the consistency of inspiratory vital capacity
are the two variables that a�ect this algorithm.
A natural question is: what size leak do we need to detect to be useful? Rengasamy et al. [59] studied the e�ect
of leak size on particle penetration in N95 masks, and found that a mask with two leaks (3mm diameter each)
allowed a total inward leakage of 10.67% ± 4.6% (ratio of particle concentration inside the mask to outside the
mask). This, compared to 0.31% ± 0.4% for a respirator with no leaks. Four leaks (3mm diameter) increased the TIL
to 30.54% ± 4.2%. Meanwhile, OSHA requires a �t factor greater than 100 (less than 1% TIL) during quantitative
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(a) Home Screen

(b) FaceBit Device Details

(c) Mask Wear Screen

Fig. 12. FaceBit Companion Application on iOS. (a): The Facebit Phone Application homepage displaying general details,
current wear time, respiration rate, heart-rate, and temperature data from the FaceBit Sensor Board. Also shown is a wear
time warning indication suggesting a mask change. (b): The mask wear time interface for tracking mask disposal. (c): FaceBit
Sensor Board detail screen outline current connection status

�t testing procedures, and so we can piece together that we should strive to detect leaks smaller than 3mm (x2).
It isn’t clear from the available literature, however, what the absolute minimum allowable leak size is.
Inspiratory vital capacity can change with posture, however this can be mitigated by guiding the user through
the exercise. More troublingly, it may be di�cult for some people with chronic lung diseases to perform. Other
potential methods are discussed in section 8. We are unaware of any reports detailing the consistency of inspiratory
vital capacity for healthy individuals on a day-to-day basis, but some combination of this consistency and the
magnitude of the e�ect observable in the signal will inform the e�cacy of this method.

5

FACEBIT PHONE APPLICATION

The FaceBit Companion Application is a phone and desktop application that serves two purposes. First, it is the
research tool that allows interaction with the FaceBit sensor board. All evaluations utilize the FaceBit Companion
Application for data collection. Second, the application serves as a proof-of-concept user interface for a Smart
PPE platform.
The FaceBit Companion Application is developed for iOS and macOS using the Swift Programming Language.
The user interface is written with the SwiftUI framework and utilizes Mac Catalyst, which supports iOS applications deployed on macOS. The app communicates with the FaceBit board via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) using
a custom GATT pro�le. The application handles both high frequency time-series data stream for debugging, as
well as low frequency computed metrics from the sensor board for actual deployment. Data is stored in a local
SQLite database.
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We designed three sections of the app to demonstrate consumer interaction with FaceBit and two additional
sections to assist in research. The user interface is compartmentalized such that user interaction does not interfere
with data collection or vice-versa. Figure 12 depicts the application’s home screen, sensor device details, and mask
wear-time interface, the latter of which allows for tracking of the replacement of a mask via user logging and wear
time detection. The homepage is a dashboard for at-a-glance information about the state of FaceBit. Noti�cations
can be displayed or pushed to the user, and goals set for the desired amount of wear time. Additionally, this
time-tracking interface can assist other reminders such as hydration or break reminders, notifying the user
the mask has been worn for continuous lengths of time. The vision is that a user will be able to customize the
homescreen with desired widgets to receive timely information on the signals of interest. Additionally, developers
will be able to easily add new widgets. Based on feedback from healthcare workers (see section 3), we developed
widgets for respiratory rate, heart rate, and wear time. We also included widgets for raw temperature and pressure
readings for debugging purposes during development.

6

FACEBIT ENABLED RESEARCH

The FaceBit platform provides capabilities that support research in the ubiquitous and mobile computing research
community as well as basic clinical health research. We detail three use cases we support directly that are
demonstrated in this paper. We release the project as open-source and open hardware to support these directions
and more, facilitating the research community’s e�orts to build and validate smart PPE. To support the evaluation
and exploration of the FaceBit platform, the research team developed a set of tools and a data-pipeline methodology
to streamline research, including an event recording interface for the application, a data explorer on the phone
application, and a streamlined evaluation system integrated with gitlab. These tools, documentation, source code,
and hardware �les are hosted at facebit.health. We detail the use cases below separated by skillset.
Use Case #1: Embedded Systems UbiComp Researcher. FaceBit is essentially a body-worn health tracker,
in the vein of FitBit, but extensible and with long battery life. FaceBit allows an embedded systems researcher to
easily add aditional sensors using the expansion port. These could support applications like blood pressure or air
quality monitoring. With the Facebit �rmware written using mbed (C/C++), a popular embedded programming
platform, this researcher could easily add these capabilities on top of the core FaceBit �rmware. They could then
deploy the entire platform for testing and evaluation, gathering data (air quality, for example) via the phone app.
In this case, novel research questions around on-device and energy e�cient activity monitoring, or novel sensing
signals in the mask would be explored.
Use Case #2: Signals and Inference UbiComp Researcher. FaceBit allows UbiComp researchers without
hardware expertise to explore novel activity and behavior based research from the new form factor of the face
mask. FaceBit can be used as a data collection mechanism to train recognition models, hosted on the phone or
used o�ine. For example, exploring fatigue prediction from the raw signals available in the mask would be an
interesting research topic in this scope: it is su�ciently challenging, does not require hardware expertise, would
bene�t from the continuous monitoring capability, and could be done using the FaceBit platform. In this case
researchers would gather raw data, saved to the phone or cloud, and then use traditional approaches like PyTorch
and TensorFlow to train a fatigue prediction model. The trained model could be deployed with FaceBit as an
intervention for participants. Each step of this process, from data collection, model training, and intervention
deployment, would be facilitated by FaceBit hardware, reducing the barrier to entry for mask based studies.
Use Case #3: Clinical Researcher. We expect clinical researchers to use FaceBit as a data collection platform
to support clinical trials and validation for various populations. Participants in a trial or pilot study could wear
the FaceBit device and download the FaceBit application. The physiological signals like respiration and heart rate
are generally useful baselines for many types of trials and interventions; for example understanding the e�ects of
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blood pressure medication, dietary interventions, stress level change based on meditation exercises, etc. Being
able to easily gather respiration and heart rates without a bulky device, merely retro�tting a mask already likely
worn, simpli�es the execution of a trial. We anticipate that a clinical researcher would collect this physiological
data as part of the study, and then analyse it for statistical correlation with the interventions they deployed in the
trial.

7

EVALUATION

We conduct an extensive evaluation covering many aspects of the FaceBit platform. The goal of our evaluation is
to measure the capabilities of FaceBit, test the robustness and performance in the face of a diversity of situations,
identify the places where improvement is needed, and understand the impacts of various factors on performance,
battery lifetime, and user burden.
We conduct an experimental campaign to answer the following questions in our evaluation.
(1) How accurate are key FaceBit metrics in varied and confounding in-lab scenarios? Respiratory Rate
(Section 7.2), Heart rate (Section 7.3, and Mask Fit (Section 7.4)
(2) How does FaceBit perform in noisy free-living scenarios: such as riding in the car, on a train, or walking
down a busy street? (Section 7.5)
(3) What is the impact of device location and mask type on bio-physiological signal quality? (Section 7.7)
(4) What is the impact of human/physiological di�erences on signal quality? (Section 7.6)
(5) What is the the energy consumption and battery lifetime of FaceBit? (Section 7.8)
(6) What are the barriers and facilitators for user burden and comfort? Conducted via a user burden survey
and interview with healthcare workers. (Section 7.9)

7.1

In-Lab Health Metric Evaluation Methodology

We conducted an in-lab study to understand the accuracy of the heart and respiratory rate metrics, calculated
on-device. We then evaluated calculating mask �t based on leak detection in a mask. This section details
the methodology, then the results follow for each metric. The evaluations of respiratory rate and heart rate
were completed in unison, with FaceBit wirelessly transmitting both metrics to the FaceBit phone application
during a set of activities performed in sequence by each participant. The evaluation included nine graduate and
undergraduate participants (4 female), however, one participant’s data was lost due to a ground-truth device
error, therefore we report on eight participants.
Materials. All participants wore an N95 respirator (Demetech, Cup-Style) with an attached FaceBit device
running the application �rmware. Participants also wore a Polar heart rate monitor chest strap (H10), and a
NeuLog respiration belt with a USB data logger (NUL-236, USB-200). FaceBit data, Polar heart rate data, and
NeuLog data were collected using the FaceBit phone application (on macOS), a custom iOS application using
Polar’s BLE SDK, and NeuLog’s experimentation application, respectively. Due to a documented low-power-mode
related bug in the mbed BLE stack [1], FaceBit broadcast data to the companion application every 2-minutes and
then reset.
Participants and In-lab Activities. Participants were evaluated for a total of 25 minutes, excluding setup
and transition times. To obtain initial understanding of the reliability of the signal, we designed a three-phase
structured study involving sitting (ten minutes), activity (two rounds of one minute of squats followed by four
minutes of sitting), and standing (�ve minutes). While seated and standing, participants watched a documentary
playing on a laptop screen. Evaluation with six participants took place outside on a University campus and three
inside a lab space. One participant recorded inside was excluded due to an error in the NeuLog respiratory sensor
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Fig. 13. Respiratory Rate Evaluation Results for 8 participants (186 samples). (a) box-plot of each participant in our evaluation
highlighting number of samples and outliers. (b) Bland-Altman plot comparing FaceBit’s error to ground truth, showing a
tendency to report slightly above the ground truth and to be less accurate with higher ground truth reports. (c) Cumulative
distribution function over the evaluation samples.

data capture (the signal recording stopped mid-session). The evaluation followed a strict protocol for consistency
and sanitation purposes, including following COVID-19 guidelines.

7.2

Respiration Rate

The Neulog respiration belt was �t around a participant’s mid-section and recorded an arbitrary analog signal
corresponding to the pressure of the belt’s air-bladder. Data from the respiration belt was excluded from evaluation
during air-squats and transitions since the belt’s air-bladder compressed when moving from a standing to sitting
position, resulting in inaccurate estimates. FaceBit attempted to measure respiration rate once per minute with a
30-second window of data.
The respiration belt collected data at 5Hz. Post-experimentation, ground truth respiration rate was calculated
from this signal by �rst passing the signal through a Savitzky-Golay �lter for smoothing. Peaks were then
identi�ed using an empirically set prominence value of 50 [Arb Units], a window length of 5-seconds and a
minimum peak-peak distance of 1-second. An instantaneous breaths-per-minute (BrPM) rate was calculated at
each peak of the respiration belt signal, de�ned by the length of time in seconds since the previous peak. To match
FaceBit’s data sampling window, we de�ne the ground truth respiration rate as an average of instantaneous
estimates over the previous 30-seconds at the time of a FaceBit measurement.
Results for the 8 participants (186 samples) are shown in Figure 13. On average, FaceBit reported a respiratory
rate once every 55 seconds. The mean di�erence, highlighted by (13b), is 1.06 BrPM, demonstrating that on
average FaceBit’s algorithm reports slightly higher respiration rates than ground truth. FaceBit reported 90% of
recorded samples within +/- 2.65 BrPM of ground truth. Note that manual calculations of respiratory rate fall
within 1 bpm error by de�nition, counting the number of chest raises over one minute.
Discussion of Results: After analyzing the results, we found a few explanations that could account for the error
we see compared to our ground truth. First, our algorithm for calculating ground truth is not perfect and does
not account for anomalies that produce peaks in the signal that are not breaths, such as throat clearing, coughing,
or talking. After exploring our outliers in detail, we discovered small peaks in the ground truth signal indicating
some irregularity in breathing or perhaps a shift in weight on the air-bladder; this would cause the respiratory
rate to increase brie�y. Second, we were limited to a 5 Hz signal frequency by the NeuLog software, which could
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(a) Boxplot

(b) Bland-Altman
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Fig. 14. Heart Rate Evaluation Results for 8 participants (149 Samples). (a) box-plot of each participant in our evaluation,
highlighting samples per participant and outliers. FaceBit requires low motion levels to report a reading. (b) Bland-Altman
plot showing FaceBit reporting be�er accuracy in the lower heart rate ranges. Data is split into activities to show issues with
detecting during periods of high motion. (c) Probability and cumulative distribution function over the evaluation samples.
Reported metrics during transition (n=4) are excluded.

cause shifted peaks, especially in higher frequency breathing. Additionally, after evaluation, we discovered a
�rmware bug which caused some respiratory rate calculations to over�ow on the sensor board. Most of these
values were easily identi�ed in post-processing, as they fell below our minimum valid respiratory rate (4 BrPM).
The outliers in the -8 to -9 range we suspect is due to this bug since it occurred when ground truth reported a
high respiratory rate after a set of squats. However, we cannot determine with complete con�dence, so it is left
as reported by the FaceBit sensor board.

7.3

Heart Rate

A Polar H10 chest strap was �tted around each participant at the sternum and adjusted to the recommended
tightness. Two streams of data were collected from the Polar device using a custom mobile application developed
for this evaluation: live heart rate (as calculated by Polar), and a live ECG trace. The Polar data streams were
timestamped in order to sync them with the FaceBit data. Polar live heart rate was reported on average every
1 second, and ECG was recorded at a rate of 130.14 Hz. During the evaluation, FaceBit attempted to measure
heart rate once every minute with a sampling window of ten seconds. FaceBit will only report heart rate if the
algorithm is con�dent in the reading section 4.2.2, otherwise it will broadcast a null result, indicated by a value
of 1. FaceBit reported a null value for 14 of 163 total sampling periods. Participants #3 and #8 accounted for the
majority of these null reports.
Every heart rate reported by FaceBit is an average of any "valid" heart rates recorded over the last ten seconds
(see Section 4.2.2). Therefore, we compare each FaceBit heart rate with an average of all recorded Polar-calculated
heart rates over the same ten seconds. Results for our 8 participants are shown in Figure 14. The mean error
over the course of the evaluation was -5.87 beats per minutes (BPM), and the standard deviation of the error was
14.91 BPM. In general, the heart rates reported from FaceBit during our "sitting" and "standing" test conditions
were more accurate than during our "activity" condition, with 90% of reported heart rates being less than 14.95
BPM o� from our ground truth rate, and 80% being less than 8.97 BPM o�. The largest errors were seen during
the activity condition (Figure 14b), where 90% of our results fell within 34.48 BPM of ground truth, and 80% fell
within 18.97 BPM. There is a clear trend of increased error magnitude at greater heart rates.
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(a) Inspiratory Vital Capacity Test on FaceBit

(b) Integral Values of Vital Capacity Test on FaceBit

Fig. 15. Results from initial mask fit exploratory study capture using FaceBit. (a) Signal from inspiratory vital capacity test
(IVCT) recorded on-board FaceBit showing filtered pressure signals for each participant (n=3) grouped by fit. (b) Integral
values from initial evaluation for participant (3) and each experiment (3) compared to each leak configuration.

Discussion of Results: A signi�cant percentage of FaceBit reported heart rates are within 5 BPM of ground
truth (68% of measurements in the seated and standing conditions, 43% of measurements in the activity condition).
With that said, our evaluation pointed to a need for enhanced rejection of motion artifacts. There are a number
of signi�cant outliers in the sitting and standing conditions ( 20 BPM di�erent from ground truth), and more
signi�cant outliers in the activity condition (>50 BPM). Lower accuracy at rates approaching and above 150 BPM
are to be expected due to our second bandpass �lter whose cuto� point lies in this range. There is also likely
more motion from heavy and rapid breathing that often accompanies these faster heart rates.
An interesting �nding is that our algorithm, on average, underestimated the heart rate. Even after removing
outliers greater than 1.96 standard deviations from the mean, the mean di�erence (FaceBit - ground truth HR) was
-3.71 BPM. An observation from testing during the development of the algorithm was that it detected heartbeats
more successfully during exhalation than inhalation. Moreover, respiration is known to a�ect hemodynamics:
inhalation decreases arterial pressure and increases heart rate through a series of physiological changes [14]. This
drop in arterial pressure during inhalation may reduce the amplitude of the BCG waveform enough to prevent
detection in some cases, which in turn may bias the detection of heart beats during exhalation when arterial
pressure increases and (importantly) heart rate slows.

7.4

Leak Detection

Evaluation Methodology To explore the feasibility of leak detection on the FaceBit platform, we conducted
two exploratory studies using raw pressure data from FaceBit and an external di�erential pressure sensor module.
Both studies used an N95 mask �tted with three plastic bulkhead �ttings with an internal diameter of 2.3 mm (4.2
mm2 ), to which we attached a short length of silicone tubing with a removable end-cap to simulate a small mask
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Fig. 16. Secondary mask fit exploratory study using an external di�erential pressure sensor. The integral value of five mask
configurations were measured while performing a inspiratory vital capacity test (IVCT). Shown is the percent of change over
the mask-press configuration which allows us to compare individual capacities side-by-side. The trend shows the integral
value generally decreases as more leaks are introduced. Physiological di�erences are noted in the legend.

leak. During each experiment, participants performed a self-guided inspiratory vital capacity test (IVCT) where
they exhale their lung capacity, hold their breath for 5-seconds, inhale their total lung capacity, then again hold
their breath for 5-seconds. We hypothesize that we can use this relatively constant volume of air to quantify
mask leakage (see section 4.4.2).
Exploratory Study Our �rst study was exploratory (n = 3) and was conducted using FaceBit. We instructed
participants to perform IVCTs under three di�erent mask-�t con�gurations. The con�gurations were self-mask
�t: Donned using CDC guided user-seal check, mask press: cupping one’s hand and pressing the mask against
the face to form a stable seal, one hole open, and three holes open). We conducted three trials per participant,
randomizing the order of mask con�gurations in each trial.
Results The pressure signal from FaceBit was collected wirelessly and analyzed in a Python notebook. We
computed the integral of the IVCT pressure signal, which is proportional to total mask resistance. These values
are presented in 15b. All trials showed a larger IVCT integral during the mask-press con�guration than the other
con�gurations. Seven of nine trials measured a larger IVCT integral with the self-�t mask than a mask with a
single hole. The IVCT integral was smallest in the three-hole condition in all trials.
Follow-up Study Taking these results as promising, we conducted a larger study (n = 10) with a similar setup,
except that pressure was measured with an external, di�erential pressure sensor connected via a length of tubing
to the N95 mask. A di�erential sensor has the advantage of automatically subtracting atmospheric pressure from
the measurement. Participants performed the same IVCT over �ve mask con�gurations (mask �t, mask press, one,
two, and three holes). We conducted three trials per participant, randomizing the order of mask con�gurations
in each trial. Between each trial, the participant do�ed and re-donned the mask. Before the experiment, all
participants were presented with a CDC video on donning and do�ng an N95 face mask and performing a user
seal check.
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Results. Taking advantage of the increased participant count, we performed a statistical analysis of our results.
First, we combined each participant’s three trials into one by taking the mean of the IVCT integral of each
mask con�guration. Then, we performed a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) test across the
�ve mask con�gurations. It was found that the data violated the sphericity assumption, and so we applied the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction. This test yielded a corrected p-value of 6.57e 5, showing a signi�cant di�erence
between IVCT integrals between con�gurations. We therefore continued with a post-hoc paired T-test for each
pair of mask con�gurations, which showed a signi�cant di�erence between both the mask-press and mask-�t
con�gurations with all other mask con�gurations. However, the di�erence between con�gurations with one,
two, and three holes were not enough to show signi�cance compared with each other. Our results are visualized
in 16 and further detailed in Appendix C table 5) and �gure 24.
Discussion of Results: The statistical analysis of our second trial suggests this is a valid method for detecting
mask leakage. Still, with our sample size we could not determine the minimum leak size we can con�dently detect,
and additionally we require more testing to show leak detection feasibility with FaceBit alone. Nonetheless, these
results are promising in that they show that pressure sensing used in conjunction with an easily-performed lung
capacity exercise may be able to quantify mask-�t in real-time.

7.5

Scenario Based Free-living Study

To further test the robustness and performance of FaceBit, we conducted a small scale study where three
participants wore N95 masks retro�tted with a FaceBit, and performed targeted, noisy, daily life activities. By
placing participants in noisy situations we see concentrated usage of the device and �nd interesting confounding
situations that can spark future work.
We made four changes for this experiment based on lessons learned during the in-lab study. First, we used a new
respiration rate ground truth sensor (a Vernier Respiration Belt), as the NeuLog was not capable of maintaining
accurate respiration rate measurements while mobile.
Second, instead of relying on the calculated heart rate measurement from the Polar as ground truth, we instead
calculated heart rate from the raw EKG data of the Polar using the HeartPy Python library [72]. In our previous
experiments, we found that the Polar calculated heart rates were potentially phase-shifted and �ltering out heart
rate values that we were measuring, behaving much like a moving average �lter.
Third, building on the lessons learned in our in-lab evaluation, we modi�ed the runtime BCG algorithm to more
aggressively reject time windows where signi�cant motion was occurring (changes detailed in 4.2.2). This would
necessarily reduce the number of samples we might gather, since we might reject windows where it was possible
to calculate a accurate heart rate, but we contend this tradeo� is worthwhile since the FaceBit could be worn
for twelve hours or more in a day in a clinic, or while working at a desk due to indoor masking requirements,
providing ample time to gather a large amount of heart rate measurements. The sampling window was also
increased: in these scenarios, FaceBit attempts to measure heart rate once per minute with a sampling window of
30 seconds.
Finally, we also modi�ed the respiratory rate algorithm to allow measurement of high respiratory rates (in the
range of 30-60 BrPM) and better reject oscillations that may result from our �lter (detailed in 4.3.2.
Otherwise, the setup for these experiments is similar to our �rst evaluation: a participant wears an N95
instrumented with Facebit, and several ground truth devices. The Vernier Respiration Belt is strapped around
the chest and measures the forces associated with chest expansion during respiration, and a Polar H10 chest
strap is worn under the clothes to capture EKG data from which we calculate heart rate. Once a participant
is instrumented, a study coordinator accompanies the participant (but does not interfere in any way beyond
observation and data collection) on the scenarios they conduct, and uses a phone to record the ground truth
values, as well as capture GPS and speed data using the Strava app.
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Fig. 17. The free-living scenario "walk to lunch". FaceBit is able to capture accurate heart rate at times of low-motion
despite noisy conditions, and environmental factors like heat and humidity. (middle) shows annotations where heart rate
measurements were gathered by FaceBit, plo�ed over the ground truth heart rate where each marker is the instantaneous
heart rate associated with each beat. (top) Zoomed-in data-sections to highlight error. (bo�om) GPS plot of the walking
path with indicators of FaceBit heart rate recordings.

We conducted four di�erent scenarios, ranging in length from 13 to 27 minutes. The scenarios were captured
during a high heat warning (exceeding 90 degrees Fahrenheit/32 degrees Celsius), and high humidity (from
50-70%), further testing the robustness of the temperature based respiratory algorithm. The scenarios are outlined
in brief:
(1) Walk through town to pick up lunch. Including multiple stops on busy cross streets, waiting in line to
pick up food, entry/exit from air conditioning to hot outside, and sitting at table before eating (shown in
Figure 17).
(2) Ride on train. Including waiting at the train stop, entry and exit, and the train ride itself with multiple
stops.
(3) Ride in car through busy town. Including turns, stop lights and signs, and quick accelerations/decelerations.
(4) Sit at desk and work. We capture this scenarios as a baseline, where the participant just works and types
at a desk normally.
Each scenario was performed once. Di�erent participants were used for the "walk to lunch" and "work at desk"
scenarios, while the same participant was used for the "ride on train" and "ride in car" scenarios.
Discussion of Results: Results from the "walk to lunch" scenario are distilled in �gures 17 and 18. Similar
graphs for the other scenarios are shown in appendix C, �gure 25 The �gures show that the respiration and heart
rate data reported from FaceBit agree well with our ground truth data. We report the root mean square error
(RMSE) for both metrics in each scenario in Table 1.
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Fig. 18. FaceBit reported respiration rate plo�ed over the calculated rolling average of instantaneous respiration rates from
the ground truth respiration belt. The data shown is from the "walking to lunch" scenario.

Table 1. Root mean square error for FaceBit predicted heart rate and respiration rate compared to ground truth for all in-wild
scenarios.

Scenario
At computer
Lunch
Driving
Train
Overall

HR (RMSE)
2.52
1.55
1.40
2.9
2.09

RR (RMSE) # HR Samp. # RR Samp. Avg. HR FB Avg. RR FB Duration
1.48
49
18
70.22
11.49
00:27:04
2.97
14
26
53.50
14.29
00:27:43
3.28
13
19
64.15
18.93
00:20:08
3.47
2
13
71.50
21.62
00:13:47
2.80
78
76
64.84
16.58
01:28:42

Overall, we �nd 2.09 beats per minute RMSE for FaceBit calculated heart rate, and a 2.80 breaths per minute
RMSE for respiration, all in noisy scenarios. These results are very promising, demonstrating that FaceBit can
be worn and used e�ectively in diverse, noisy situations (from heat, movement, and other diverse conditions
that happen in an urban environment). We are particularly encouraged that our improvements to the FaceBeat
algorithm resulted in no obvious heart rate outliers, even in these challenging conditions.
That said, we also see places for improvement, mainly, in balancing the need to throw out high motion periods
for accuracy, and the need to gather heart rates when highly active. Indeed, on average FaceBit reported almost
two heart rates per minute in the "at computer" condition, but only once every six minutes in the train condition.
Figure 17 shows that heart rate data is usually gathered when heart rate is lowest, corresponding to periods of
standing still (i.e. at crosswalks, at deli-counter) and at rest (i.e. sitting at table).

7.6

Physiological Di�erences and Their E�ects on Signals

In this section we explore how physiological di�erences amongst humans may confound or make it harder to
preserve signal �delity for health metrics. We discuss the data we gathered from the participants in our studies,
and observations we made. While making a de�nitive statement about generalizability against human di�erences
is impossible for any wearable device because humans are so diverse, we can draw some interesting �ndings
from our existing data and intuition on FaceBit’s function.
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Fig. 19. N95 mask fit with thermistors to test temperature variation within the mask.

FaceBit is intended as a general purpose platform, and the particular metrics chosen as a demonstration of
the platform (i.e., heart rate and respiration rate) are gathered from robust signals that originate from common
physiological aspects of humans.
Respiration rate, especially, is presumed to be robust to physiological di�erence as it is gathered from temperature changes in the mask caused by breath. The respiration action in the mask causes replacement of warm air
with cool air brought in from outside the mask, and this signal appears to be universal in all our tests, even in
participants for whom the mask was too large (n=1), who had facial hair that interfered with mask seal (n=3),
and for larger persons over six foot (n=1).
Di�erences in the cardiovascular system that arise from height, weight, health, athleticism, and biological sex
may alter the dominant frequencies, strength, and overall pacing of the BCG signal. In practice we found our
algorithm was able to gather data from every participant in both of our evaluations, albeit with a higher degree
of accuracy after our algorithmic changes. We believe tailoring the algorithm to an individual by adjusting �lter
and threshold parameters may allow for more heart rate measurements and increased accuracy, and discuss a
general strategy in section 8.2.
Our leak detection methodology depends on a consistent lung capacity, but it does not rely on the magnitude
of the lung capacity itself. Lung capacity varies by individual, and that is why we score our IVCTs as a percentage
of the press-�t condition, rather than the absolute di�erence.
Our studies had a small but heterogeneous participant group across gender, size, and facial features. The results
suggest the device is able to gather signals from a diverse population.

7.7

E�ect of Mask Type and Device Location on Signal �ality

We explore the e�ect of mask type (N95, Surgical) and FaceBit location in the mask on the signal �delity of the
respiration and heart rates. For the experiment, we isolate each variable for both metrics of interest. We collected
data from a single male user with no facial hair, and in the 18-35 age range.
For respiration rate, since we use the change in temperature to calculate respiration, we seek to understand
the variation of temperature within masks during normal breathing. Our aim is to establish whether device
placement will have an e�ect on the respiration rate calculations. We instrument a surgical and an N95 mask
with �ve high precision thermistors placed in a star shape at the center and extreme ends of the mask where a
FaceBit could feasibly �t without making contact with the face. The placements are shown in a N95 mask in
Figure 19, with surgical mask placements similar. We then breathe into the mask regularly for 1-2 minutes, and
record the simultaneous output of the thermistors, which give a continuous temperature reading.
For both masks, the waveform is nearly exactly the same, with minor shifts in amplitude because of thermistor
calibration o�sets. After being put through the same bandpass �lter as on the FaceBit, the di�erences shrink but
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Fig. 20. On top are shown the BCG signals captured for heart rate from two FaceBit devices placed on opposite sides of the
mask, reporting signals with a very similar frequency content (just phase shi�ed). On the bo�om are shown the filtered
temperature signals at five placements in the mask, captured simultaneously, showing near perfect correlation. The le� side
shows N95 masks, and the right shows Surgical masks. This demonstrates the robustness of the signals to device location
and mask type.

do not entirely disappear. These �ltered results are shown in Figure 20. Notably, the temperature �uctuations in
the N95 mask are greater than those in the surgical mask (likely due to better trapping of air in the N95). The
amplitudes of the breathing signal vary across mask locations, but the signal is clearly distinguishable throughout
the mask in both cases.
Temperature change is intuitively a robust mechanism for respiration rate: the pocket of air inside the mask is
small, and the volume of each breath is relatively large, therefore the volume of air inside the mask is replaced
entirely with each inhalation and exhalation. If the air in the environment is cooler or (less likely) warmer than
the exhaled air, these air replacements also change the temperature in the mask. Certain locations may receive a
higher �ow rate if the air preferentially takes a certain path out of the mask (as may be in the case of leaks in an
N95 mask, or in the normal operation of a surgical mask), and therefore see higher temperature variation during
breathing. In a surgical mask or small N95 mask, the sensors may be pressed against the skin in which case they
receive less air�ow, and therefore less temperature variation during breathing.
For heart rate, we conduct a similar experiment where we place two FaceBit devices inside each type of mask
at opposite sides. In the N95 mask, the devices are placed as far from each other as possible without being pressed
against the skin. In the surgical mask, they are inset 1 inch from the left and right sides. We don the mask and
then breathe normally for 3-4 minutes, and record the heart rates reported by both devices via a JLink connection
to a desktop computer.
The results are shown in Figure 20. In both mask types we obtained very similar heart rates from the two devices.
Occasionally one device would lose the signal and stopped reporting heart rates while the other maintained
it, however both devices resumed reporting in short order. We show a moving average trend placed over both
scatter-plots, indicating a high degree of agreement between both sensors.
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Fig. 21. Application power trace over time while calculating health metrics. Spikes are from current inrush due to hand
rese�ing between tests with our test infrastructure.

This result makes sense because the ballistic force of the heart is carried through the N95 and surgical masks
via their attachment to the face. Since the structures are tight to the face in both cases, and therefore rotate with
the head, the rotational forces are seen throughout the masks. The BCG algorithm (and namely the combination
of the gyroscopic signals across the three axes via the euclidean norm) is responsible for making the signal
processing robust to device orientation.
From these experiments, we can see that the �delity of either signal is not very sensitive to device location. This
con�rms the results of our two studies (in-lab and scenario based), where the devices were not carefully placed
prior to data collection. In our in-lab study, the participants were asked to place the FaceBit device themselves "in
the center of the mask". We did not modify or change the placement of the FaceBit, so eight users we captured
data on for heart rate made 8 di�erent placements. Similarly for our scenario-based study, the devices were not
carefully placed in any speci�c location.

7.8

Benchmarking Power and Performance of FaceBit

The nRF52832 is capable of a deep-sleep current consumption of 1.9 µA, but various circuitry elements (e.g.
pull-down resistors) bring the sleep current of this version of the FaceBit platform up to approximately 32 µA.
See Table 2 for a summary of the power and energy requirements of the various states that comprise the FaceBit
application, and Figure 21 for a power trace of the various tasks the application is capable of. For the purposes of
arriving at a battery life estimate, we assume 8 hrs/day of active on-face measurement, a moderate measurement
duty cycle of one respiratory rate and heart rate every �ve minutes, and one BLE broadcast every �ve minutes.
Mask On/O� status is updated every two minutes. Our coin cell has a nominal capacity of 105 mWh (378 mJ), but
we revise this to an estimated usable capacity of 75.6 �Wh (272 mJ)3 . In this scenario, on battery power alone our
device is expected to last for approximately eleven days.

7.9

User-Burden Analysis

The FaceBit device is designed for use in many environments, but with special attention paid to clinical environments where health care workers are required to wear protective face masks throughout the workday. As part
of the clinician study introduced in 3.2 a portion of the survey was devoted to the FaceBit prototype’s comfort,
serving as an initial user-burden analysis to drive an ongoing iterative design progress. We provided the clinicians
with instructions to wear the FaceBit device with a 3D printed enclosure, and a stand-in SATURN harvester
component. They then were instructed to perform a few simple exercises including adjusting the mask, moving
3 We

arrive at this number by taking into account our converter e�ciency of ⇡90%, and by applying an engineering factor of 80% to account
for non-ideal conditions like temperature swings, self-leakage, and unused capacity below our cold-start limit
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Table 2. Power and energy consumption of the FaceBit application runtime.

Average Power [�W]
Idle/Sleep
48
Mask On/O� Detection
678
Respiratory Rate Measurement 1300.5
BCG Measurement
7320
BLE Broadcast (Typical)
12360

Duration [s]

Total Energy [mJ]

10
30
10
3.7

6.8
38.9
73.1
45.4

the head from side to side and up and down, talking, and deep breathing. Participants had two magnets to attach,
one for the FaceBit device, and one for the harvester below the nose.
Results. All participants succeeded in attaching the device independently without the aid of the study coordinator.
It took on average 97 seconds to follow the instructions and attach the FaceBit device to their mask. We then
asked the participants to give feedback on the experience, including rating the comfort of wearing a face mask
with and without FaceBit attached. The average reported di�erence of 11 participants on comfort before and
after attaching FaceBit was -3.18 on a scale of 1 to 10. One response was removed due to an error in response,
where they recorded an increase in comfort which was not re�ected in their open-text response.
As the survey’s secondary goal, we report on feedback from users to explore future design strategies. Three
participants (25%) reported considering wearing FaceBit daily in its current state. Two participants reported
no di�erence in face mask’s comfort after attaching FaceBit. Additionally, 7 participants forgot to remove their
FaceBit, and continuously wore it during our end-of-session discussion. We consider these initial �ndings to be
promising for the development of a future consumer-ready product.
Discussion of Results: From user feedback, we derive the following themes to guide future design iterations of
the FaceBit platform:
• Material: 3 clinicians, each, complained about the material of the stand-in harvester and mentioned
discomfort in the material of the 3D printed case. The casing was somewhat abrasive due to inconsistency
in the 3D printer �lament, even after sanding. Two participants speci�cally mentioned skin irritation
concerns where the device contacts the face. One participant suggested a cloth material, similar to that of
the mask, for the sensor board’s casing. We expected this feedback in part due to the 3D printed casing and
in future design iterations a more permanent and comfortable material should be considered.
• Size: 5 participants reported noticing the size or felt discomfort with the weight of the sensor board and
casing. We are con�dent that future productions of the sensor board (with fewer sensing modalities) can be
more compact as we develop more re�ned features and con�rm which sensing modalities are necessary.
• Attachment: 1 participant mentioned in our end-of-survey discussion that FaceBit adds to the already
burdensome task of taking a mask on and o�. Another pointed out the di�culty in adjusting the position
of the components. Any future FaceBit designs should be easy to attach, �exible to �t on multiple masks,
adapt to �t an individual’s comfort, and be easy to store.

8

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work explores a vision of smart, low-burden, sustainable personal protective equipment. The experimental
results of this paper suggest promising future research directions that will enhance the reliability, ease-of-use,
and capabilities of face masks. We discuss our results and detail some of these future opportunities below.
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Limitations

Respiratory Rate: Our respiratory rate evaluation did not attempt to measure the e�ect of confounding scenarios
such as speech, laughter, or other such patterns of breathing. Moreover, our algorithm is not expected to
compensate for these events. We suggest more advanced signal processing approaches below that may be able to
account for these cases.
Ground truth: Our ground truth devices limited the sorts of activities under which our algorithms could be
studied. The respiratory belt used in the in-lab evaluation was tethered to a computer via USB), and body motion
introduced noise into the signal in both environments. We argue that due to its proximity to the signal, Facebit
should enjoy a clearer picture of respiratory activity than almost any other (non-clinical) method of respiratory
rate detection.
Generalizability: The focus of the paper is not on full and comprehensive evaluation of the signals captured in
the wild. We show promise of generalizable predictive signals via scenario based evaluation in noisy situations, an
in-lab study on a diverse cohort, and diverse testing with mask types and device placement. Further exploration
is needed to tune the algorithms so they can more cleanly decide when to take a reading.
Energy Harvesting: Not all harvesting modalities are equal: a small solar panel (smaller than we tested) mounted
on the outside of the mask would be more than su�cient to power all operation in outdoor environments. However,
indoor mask wearing is more common for health applications, while outdoor applications around air quality
and pollution avoidance would bene�t from the solar panel power. We believe the breath-based harvesters, like
the TENG, are the most promising modality despite the TENGs low power output in our tests. The form factor,
reliance on an energy source that is periodic and always present, and the small size and easy application on top
of the FaceBit, make for a compelling future direction. Finally, using multiple harvesters could result in more
comprehensive coverage. For example, TEG or TENG harvesters can complement solar harvesters when light is
absent. Overall, the modular energy harvesting input can support any number of harvesters, and multiple are
quite feasible for daily wear. Further exploration of harvesting as well as power-failure resilient operation we
leave to future work.

8.2

Future Directions

Optimizing Signal Pipeline. Between our in-lab and scenario-based evaluations we demonstrated an ability
to tune the FaceBeat algorithm to reduce the number of falsely detected heart rates. Based on the relatively
low reporting frequency during our active scenarios, however, it seems that this may have come at the cost
of increasing our false negative rate. In other words, it is likely that the algorithm is more conservative than
necessary and it did not report some heart rates that were valid. We believe �ne-tuning the algorithm’s parameters
for the general population could be accomplished with a larger study. As previously mentioned, however, we
suspect that superior results could be achieved by personalizing the algorithm to each individual. Using the
FaceBit mobile application and a phone’s camera, heart rate ground truth can be gathered via PPG. This signal
would allow us to determine the normal range of standard deviations of the users’s inter-beat interval. Two-way
communication with FaceBit could help to set the �lter passbands that best isolate the individual’s BCG pulse
complex. Finally, using the application to instruct the user to perform certain activities (e.g. sitting at rest,
standing) would allow us to estimate the proper BCG amplitude thresholds for an individual.
Our respiratory rate algorithm can be confounded by activities such as speech or coughing. Our algorithm
is already capable of slicing the signal into individual breaths. By analyzing these breaths individually (e.g.
calculating length of inhale and exhale, or ratio of the inhale/exhale volume) we may be able to accurately classify
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di�erent types of respiratory events. Fusing the data we can gather from the temperature, pressure, and audio
sensors (e.g. to detect speech) is also promising.
Mask Fit: Promising Pathways. One method to improve breathing exercise consistency is to incorporate an
interface into the companion application that guides a user through a mask �t test similar to the test performed
in our evaluation. A guided exercise could assist in making the test more repeatable, especially with real-time
feedback from FaceBit’s sensors.
A challenge inherent to our simple magnetic clip-on design is calculating the relative pressure di�erence
between the inside and the outside of the mask. Our in-mask leak detection algorithm relies on the user to hold
their breath to allow the pressure inside the mask to equilibrate with atmospheric pressure. With a di�erent
design that penetrates through the �lter material, we could use a di�erential pressure sensor rather than an
absolute pressure sensor, which would simplify both the signal processing pipeline and the breathing exercise.
Naturally, it has the downside of requiring a modi�cation to the mask.
Another perhaps promising option is to instead focus analysis on the step response of the pressure signal.
This could be accomplished by, for instance, asking the wearer to shut their mouth in the middle of an inhale
and monitoring the relaxation back to ambient pressure. Similar to an electrical system, it is expected that
mask compliance may act as a small capacitive element in parallel with the resistance of the �lter material and
(importantly) any leaks, thus forming a "low-pass �lter" for pressure changes. Therefore, there is expected to a be
a time constant associated with any step input to the system, whose length would vary in relation to the total
leakage of the mask. An advantage of this approach is that the time constant does not depend on the initial level
of pressure in the mask, and so the consistency of the user is taken out of the equation. We tested this approach
with our platform, but found that the 75 Hz maximum frequency of our pressure sensor was not fast enough to
capture the relaxation curve. Mask design plays a role here: more compliant �lter materials will result in a slower
(easier to capture) step response.
Lung Health. The FaceBit platform has the potential to be a powerful respiratory health tool. Masks that seal
and present any resistance to air�ow amplify the pressure di�erences created by the lungs, diaphragm, and other
breathing muscles (much like a shunt resistor does for current monitoring applications). While many �nd masks
to be mildly uncomfortable, it’s undeniable that a platform like FaceBit is preferable to spirometer-like devices
for anything other than limited, sporadic monitoring. Indeed, the relative comfort of the FaceBit platform and the
now widespread acceptability of face masks in everyday settings could allow researchers or interested individuals
to investigate in great detail breathing patterns and tidal volume throughout the day, the frequency of coughs
and other respiratory symptoms, and even subtle di�erences in inspiration and expiration that could indicate and
monitor restrictive or obstructive lung disorders. The accessory port allows for the addition of other sensors that
could be used, for instance, to monitor the gaseous composition of exhaled air (an area of active research [5, 61]).
Combining Health Metrics. The device’s capability to monitor both heart rate and respiratory rate is powerful,
since these two systems are intricately linked and the ways in which one rate rises and falls in relation to the
other may prove to be an interesting physiological parameter. The "Pulse-Respiration Quotient" (HR/RR) is a
metric that has been di�cult to monitor in everyday settings, but has been shown in limited studies to change
with circadian rhythm, age, and in disease [63].
Battery-free Operation. We chose to use a commodity Bluetooth module for ease of community engagement
and support. Switching to a low power module (i.e. an Ambiq Apollo3, with 10x lower power draw) would allow
for completely battery-free operation and unlimited lifetime, compared to our current 11 day life.
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CONCLUSIONS

It seems increasingly likely that worldwide face mask usage is not going away. Even before the COVID-19
pandemic, health care workers regularly used PPE, and many countries’ populations are regular users of face
masks or other forms of personal protective equipment to deal with air quality or prevent viral infections. With
tens of billions of face masks manufactured a month, poor air quality and respiratory infections on the rise, we
have an unprecedented need for intelligent and active PPE. This paper presents the FaceBit platform as both a
novel wearable health device and a new platform enabling a community of diverse researchers in the emerging
space of smart face masks. FaceBit balances a large design space, o�ering rich sensing with a small form factor
and long battery lifetime. FaceBit attempts to make the vision of smart PPE more sustainable by taking advantage
of energy harvested from the environment and incorporating energy-e�cient operation. With innovations in
low power design, signal processing for health metrics, energy harvesting, and form factors, the platform o�ers a
foundation for future health research and a jumping o� point for new design of smart face masks. While the
current COVID-19 crisis is the primary motivation for this paper, the contributions to building smart personal
protective equipment go beyond the pandemic, and provide new ways to think about how we protect vulnerable
populations. Due to the low user burden of the platform, we believe FaceBit will catalyze mobile health sensing
despite the pandemic and assist with long term, high adherence studies within ubiquitous and mobile computing,
health and human behavior, and novel on-body sensing. To support these aims we have made the software,
hardware, and documentation freely available to the research community at facebit.health.
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APPENDIX: USER STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESPONSE

Fig. 22. Right to Le�: (1) Ranking metric importance based from 1 (not important at all) to 7 (extremely important) Likert
Scale. The bar indicates the mean of all 12 participants with standard deviation indicated by the line on each bar. (2, 3) We
asked participants to select 3 metrics that they would like to see for their (personal) use or reporting from patients use.
Metrics with zero counts are not shown. The graphic displays total counts across the 12 participants of the survey.

Questionnaire/Interview Procedure We conducted the study in 2-sessions onsite a local o�ce. The Questionnaire consisted of 3 parts with interactions with the interviewers at the beginning, to induce the survey, middle,
to give an overview of the FaceBit platform, and end to discuss and conclude. While the participant was working
on the questionnaire, the interviewer(s) left the room until a section was completed.
Results of Target Metrics Section After conducting the study in the clinic to determine the most critical
measures, we found it challenging to identify clear winners, without identifying the subject of the measure (i.e.,
the clinician or patient). When asked which metrics were most critical to the patient (scores >=5), responses show
the following to be most critical: oxygen saturation, respiration rate, heart-rate, and fever detection. Clinicians on
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Table 3. Energy harvested from di�erent activities.

Harvester

Activity

Energy (�J/min)
Surgical Mask N95 Mask

Running
1300
Walking
1.5
Nasal Breathing
75
Thermoelectric* Mouth Breathing
288
Talking
415
Walking outdoor–sunny
432431
Walking outdoor–cloudy
74667
Solar
Sitting indoor–w/o light
422
Sitting indoor–w/ light
6449
Walking indoor
1015
Breathing
0.2
SATURN
Coughing
2.3
Talking
3.8
Note: * Energy harvested is for �rst minute.
Shaker

800
2.3
194
257
271
433191
75203
415
63987
1008
0.1
4.8
1.5

the other hand were also interested in measures of heart-rate and fever detection, however were also interested in
knowing their quality of mask �t, oxygen saturation levels and whether the mask was soiled (needed replacement)
or not.
Mask Wearing. Before the pandemic, 3 out of 12 (25%) participants noted occasionally wearing a face mask,
usually while seeing patients suspected of a viral infection or when the clinician was ill. 4 participants reported
wearing N95 masks at some point during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, all participants wore surgical or
cloth masks during the study and rarely reported requiring an N95. Overall, we found that all clinicians rely on
face masks as their primary personal protective equipment during the COVID-19 pandemic. We should note that
given the apparently lower attack rate of SARS-CoV-2 amongst children [44], PPE requirements for a pediatric
setting may di�er from that of other medical settings, and the fact that the COVID-19 pandemic caused a national
shortage of PPE equipment may also have played a part in the limited use of N95 masks in this setting.
Expanded Metrics of Interest.
• Mask Information and Safety: The �rst and primary goal of a face mask is protection. Therefore, metrics
related to the protective ability of a mask are sensible.
• Personal Health: A face mask’s proximity to the respiratory system provides rich, untapped sensing
opportunities for personal health monitoring. We can leverage this to provide real-time monitoring of
physiological signals. Measuring these values over time can allow us to infer second-order metrics such as
fatigue, and when to suggest a break or hydration.
• Environmental Factors: It is also possible to use wearable sensors to monitor environmental factors
related to health. The proximity to the respiratory system makes face masks an ideal location to study air
quality and composition.
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Table 4. Theoretical measurements per day and minutes of sleep per day possible with various energy harvesters and
activities. Assumes all harvested energy can be stored or utilized as it is harvested. Thermoelectric statistics assume 10 mask
dons per day, and that energy is harvested principally for the first minute a�er donning a mask.

Harvester
Shaker
Thermoelectric

Solar

SATURN

B

Activity
Running
Walking
Nasal Breathing
Mouth Breathing
Talking
Walking Outdoor-Sunny
Walking Outdoor-Cloudy
Sitting Indoor-w/o Light
Sitting Indoor-w/ Light
Solar Indoor Walking Light
Breathing
Coughing
Talking

Measurements/Day
Mask On-O�
BCG
274.84
0.32
0.11
0.42
0.61
91,423.04
15,785.84
89.22
1,363.42
214.59
0.04
0.49
0.8

25.62
0.03
0.01
0.04
0.06
8,520.81
1,471.27
8.32
127.07
20.00
0.00
0.05
0.07

RR

Minutes Sleep/Day

48.15
0.06
0.02
0.07
0.11
16,015.96
2,765.44
15.63
238.85
37.59
0.01
0.09
0.14

632.60
0.73
0.25
0.97
1.40
210,428.71
36,334.31
205.35
3,138.20
493.92
0.10
1.12
1.85

APPENDIX: ENERGY HARVESTING AND ACTIVITY EFFECT ON BATTERY LIFETIME

Solar. Table 3 presents the energy harvested while performing these activities. We found that the quantity of
energy harvested with the surgical and N95 masks is similar. We note that the energy harvested outdoors is
orders of magnitude higher than the energy we harvest indoors. However, even at indoor conditions, solar energy
harvesting can yield considerable accumulated energy given their continuous power output across a long period
of time. The wires that connect the solar panel to the FaceBit are very small in diameter, but we note that any
object that passes across the face seal of an N95 mask may cause leaks, and so is discouraged.
Head Movement. According to Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction, the induced voltage depends the
number of turn in the coil (N), and the rate of change of the magnetic �eld ( ).
d
dt
With harvester weight as one of our main constraints, we limit the number of turns to 5000. We attach the
shaker to both surgical and N95 masks using a small Velcro strip (Fig. 4b), as using magnets a�ects the motion of
the core magnet. We again use Rocketlogger to record the energy harvested while an experimenter walked and
ran with the mask on. Table 3 shows the energy output from these harvesters. We found that energy harvested
from running is signi�cantly higher than from walking. We also found that the shaker harvests more when
attached to a surgical mask. We hypothesize this is because surgical masks are not as tightly �tted as N95 masks
which ampli�es the motion of the magnet. Also, the harvested energy and the impulse frequency is dependent
on how fast the person is moving. This can be seen in Fig. 4b as the frequency is higher when running.
V = N

Thermal. Again using a Rocketlogger, we record how much energy we can harvest from activities like nasal
breathing, mouth breathing, and talking, as all of these generate heat whenever a mask is worn. Table 3 summarizes
the energy output from these harvesters. We found that the temperature di�erential between the two sides of the
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TEG with surgical mask

TEG with N95 mask

Energy (µJ/min)

1 minute
2

Nasal
Mouth
Breathing Breathing

Talking
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3 minute

minute

Nasal
Mouth
Breathing Breathing

Talking

Fig. 23. Energy harvested from thermoelectric generator (TEG) while doing di�erent activities. Energy decreases with time
as the temperature di�erential between two plates of the TEG decreases and reaches steady state a�er 3 minutes.
Table 5. Secondary leak detection evaluation post hoc paired T-test within mask configurations.

A
1-hole
1-hole
1-hole
1-hole
2-hole
2-hole
2-hole
3-hole
3-hole
mask-�t

B
2 -hole
3-hole
mask-�t
mask-press
3-hole
mask-�t
mask-press
mask-�t
mask-press
mask-press

p-value
0.9556
0.9977
0.0149
0.0005
0.9847
0.0334
0.0005
0.0007
0.0005
0.0005

TEG decreases over time because of the heat conducted internally. This leads to a drop in energy generation over
time as can be seen in Fig. 23. Energy generation reaches a steady state after 3 minutes.
Using the results of our energy harvesting and energy consumption measurements, we show the possibility of
supplementing and extending our battery life with renewable sources of energy. Table 4 summarizes our �ndings.
Notably, certain energy harvesting strategies and activities vastly outperform others, but all are somewhat
capable of supplementing battery life, especially with hardware and software optimizations that reduce the
energy consumption of the platform and runtime. Of course, we cannot achieve the results shown in the table
unless the platform matches its energy usage to the harvested energy available in our energy storage elements
(i.e. energy-adaptive runtime), and this is a promising future direction to pursue.

C APPENDIX: EVALUATION
C.1 Leak Detection
Figure 24 shows the raw signal values and measured integrals for the participants in our secondary mask �t
exploratory study. Each signal sample depicts the di�erential pressure between inside the mask and the ambient
pressure of the participants environment while performing an inspiratory vital capacity test (IVCT). Each signal
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is �ltered using a Savitzky-Golay �lter. The relatively stable signal before and after the dip in each signal is the
participants breath hold where the pressure inside the mask equalizes to the pressure outside the mask. The dip
is the participant inhaling completely after �rst exhaling their entire lung capacity. In most cases the decrease in
integral value is apparent by just visually comparing each plot. The most notable exception is with 107, where
the participant reported that they were unable to completely pass the user seal check because the mask was
too large. The statistical signi�cance of this study is outlined in section 7.4. Each con�guration was completed
3-times and randomized with each trail. All samples were used in analysis.

C.2

Scenario Based Free-Living Study

Included in �gure 25 are the remaining FaceBit, ground truth comparisons free-Living studies; "working at
computer", "riding in car", and "riding on train". Talking was limited in these scenarios and therefore, respiratory
rate is captured at consistent frequency throughout each scenario. The ground truth rolling average of instantaneous respiratory rate (calculated at each breath) and FaceBit’s measurements follow a similar trend. Error is
reporting in table 1. Heart rate is only captured when the participant is at rest and therefore is much more sparse
in scenarios with noise ("riding in car", and "riding on train"). "Working at computer" captures heart rate at a
consistent frequency since the user is stationary.
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Fig. 24. Cropped and filtered di�erential pressure signals from the first trial of the secondary mask leak detection experiment
for each participant. Absolute value integral is presented with each sample.
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Working At Computer

Riding in Car

Riding on Train

Fig. 25. Heart rate and respiratory rate samples from FaceBit and ground truth for free-living scenarios
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